(1, 0, c , 20, e i y , l ) 4 ; viz. this was found to be = IU'2+ f I 20 '2 +12 J0'U '. But I did not obtain an expression for the cubinvariant of the same function: such expression, it was remarked, would contain the square of the invariant O '; it was pro bable that there existed an identical equation, JU '3-IU'2H , + 4H'3+ M 0 '= -O'2, which would serve to express O'2 in terms of the other invariants ; but, assuming that such an equation existed, the form of the factor M remained to be ascertained; and until this was done, the expression for the cubinvariant could not be obtained in its most simple form. I have recently verified the existence of the identical equation just referred to, and have obtained the expression for the factor M ; and with the assistance of this identical equation I have obtained the expression for the cubinvariant of the form (i, o, c , 20, i ) 4. p
PROFESSOR CAYLET ON TSCHIRNHAUSEN'S TRANSFORMATION.
The expression for the quadrinvariant was, as already mentioned, given in the former memoir: I find that the two invariants are in fact the invariants of a certain linear function of U, H ; viz. the linear function is = U 'U + f © ,H ; so that, denoting by I*, J*, the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant respectively of the form which is an equation involving the single parameter -^7-: this appears to me a result of considerable interest. It is to be remarked that T s c h i r n h a u s e n 's transformation, wherein y is put equal to a rational and integral function of the order n -1 (if n be the order of the equation in x), is not really less general than the transformation wherein y is put equal to any rational function ^ whatever of x ; such rational function may, in fact, by means of the given equation in x, be reduced to a rational and integral function of the order n -1; hence in the present case, taking V, W to be respectively of the order n 1, = 3 , it follows that the equation in y obtained by the elimination of x from the equations + ( -12894+12896)C4. 3. This is found to be = -I3U'3+ 1 2 J U 'H '+ 4 IH '3 -SH U '© 1 -16J3©'3, which is consequently the value of -M. W e have therefore -0>,3= JU '3-1U'3H '+ 4 H '3 + ( I 3U'2-12JU 'H '-4IH ,2)0' + 8IJU'©'3 + 1 6 J 3©'3, which is the required identical equation.
